How to Create Your X Cards

1. Printout your X Cards onto A4 paper
2. Cut around each card
3. Fold each card in half and stick the edges together
4. Start playing X Cards with your friends

The Rules

Each card contains a list of numerical data, and the aim of the game is to compare these values in order to try to trump and win an opponent’s card.

Max
- Age: 9 years old
- Likes: finding things and having adventures, reading, basketball, and skateboarding.
- Favourite subject: Science
- Favourite book: Adventure series
- Special Powers: 82
- Intelligence: 70
- Speed: 42
- Strength: 32
- Nastiness Rating: 0
- Courage: 69

Cat
- Age: 10 years old
- Likes: playing football, music, and playing with his dog.
- Favourite subject: PE
- Favourite book: Football stories
- Special Powers: 82
- Intelligence: 70
- Speed: 44
- Strength: 29
- Nastiness Rating: 0
- Courage: 67

Ant
- Age: 7 years old
- Likes: eating spaghetti and animals.
- Favourite subject: Science
- Favourite book: Animal stories
- Special Powers: 82
- Intelligence: 70
- Speed: 38
- Strength: 22
- Nastiness Rating: 0
- Courage: 65

Tiger
- Age: 8 years old
- Likes: playing football, skateboarding, reading comic books, and having muddy adventures.
- Favourite subject: PE
- Favourite book: Adventure stories
- Special Powers: 82
- Intelligence: 70
- Speed: 51
- Strength: 31
- Nastiness Rating: 0
- Courage: 71

Warning: Make sure you have an adult to help you when using scissors and glue!
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THE GREEN DART

- Special powers: 74
- Intelligence: 4
- Speed: 42
- Strength: 63
- Nasti rating: 0
- Courage: 0

THE GRASS HOPPER

- Special powers: 35
- Intelligence: 2
- Speed: 79
- Strength: 41
- Nasti rating: 0
- Courage: 0

HAWKING

- Special powers: 87
- Intelligence: 5
- Speed: 97
- Strength: 87
- Nasti rating: 0
- Courage: 0

THE DRILLER

- Special powers: 81
- Intelligence: 3
- Speed: 25
- Strength: 98
- Nasti rating: 0
- Courage: 0

Make sure you have an adult to help you when using scissors and glue!
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THE MASTER-BOT
The Master Bot can think and talk, and is very aggressive. It has a device that can shrink objects, which can then be used for the Collector.

X-POD
The X-Pod is a transport vehicle for other X-bots, and can carry up to two X-bots. It has a 5 gear function and 3 speed functions, and can travel very fast.

X-CRAFT
The X-Craft is designed to transport a squad of X-bots, and is capable of hyper-speed. It has an 8 gear function and 3 speed function.

X4 (NANO-BOT)
The X4 Nano-Bot is very small, so that it can travel inside of a bug's body. It has an 8 gear function and 3 speed function, and can film and record using its 2 eye cameras and memory slots.
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X1
- Special Powers: 73
- Intelligence: 32
- Speed: 83
- Strength: 50
- Nasti Rating: 22
- Courage: 3

The primary aim of the X1 is as a recording device, and it has eye cameras to film and record. It also has holographic playback.

X2
- Special Powers: 77
- Intelligence: 35
- Speed: 82
- Strength: 53
- Nasti Rating: 61
- Courage: 0

X2 is a smaller X-card, and has the ability to clone itself. It has a computer plug-in memory device and eye cameras.

X3
- Special Powers: 81
- Intelligence: 33
- Speed: 72
- Strength: 47
- Nasti Rating: 100
- Courage: 12

X3 is a vertebrate and increases in strength and speed in the air as it approaches the front line. Its primary aim is to retrieve the water states and is very good at attacking.
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START PLAYING X CARDS
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WARNING
Make sure you have an adult to help you when using scissors and glue!

THE COLLECTOR

The Collector's main objective is to protect the Masterbot. It is therefore very aggressive, and has many tools to help it fight, such as sharp jaws, cutting tool, glue casing, and a nosed drill.

SPECIAL POWERS 100
INTELLIGENCE 96
SPEED 22
STRENGTH 37
NASTI RATING 100
COURAGE 47

THE COLLECTOR

The Collector has tentacles which are used to keep it in formation. It has a dark and menacing appearance, with large eyes and a mouth full of teeth.

SPECIAL POWERS 100
INTELLIGENCE 96
SPEED 22
STRENGTH 37
NASTI RATING 100
COURAGE 47

PLUG & SOCKET

Plug & Socket and Dr X's henchmen, and have known. (They were all at school.) They work for Dr X, and say 'Yes Boss', and 'No Boss' all.

SPECIAL POWERS 100
INTELLIGENCE 96
SPEED 22
STRENGTH 37
NASTI RATING 100
COURAGE 47
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MORTIMER SCOIFFER
Scoiffer is the evil chef. He craves fame at any cost. He does not care who or what he hurts in order to make his famous celebrity chow! He is best known for his 'Immortal' pirahna, egg and chips.

INSPECTOR TEXTOR
Inspector Textor is a policeman who is always looking out for villains, and trying to find KJ Sparkling and the Collector.

DANI DAY
Dani Day is a scientist at NICE. She has pink hair and wears glasses. She spends a lot of her day preparing experiments in her laboratory.

KJ SPARKLING
Author of the Ten Million Points books, KJ Sparkling loves to experiment, and her other hobbies include writing and knot-tying. She likes to meet new people and read magazines, and she has a pet called Winston.
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